Bagged Lunch Program

Help Father Bill’s & MainSpring support our friends and neighbors

PREPARE AND DELIVER BAGGED LUNCHES

Groups/individuals assemble individual bag lunches offsite and deliver to the shelters. **Deliveries must be scheduled in advance.** Lunches are needed weekdays and weekends at FBMS locations. To schedule a bag lunch delivery, contact volunteer@helpfbms.org for details on locations and available dates or visit tinyurl.com/fbmslunch.

Other food needs include prepared meals for dinner and continental breakfast items. To learn more, visit helpfbms.org/covid19meals.

**LUNCHES SHOULD INCLUDE**
- Sandwich (variety of sandwich type is most welcome; deli meats are very popular)
- Chips or Pretzels
- Fruit: Apple, Banana, Orange
- Cookie or Candy
- Water, juice (separate from bags)

**PACKAGING**

Please pack lunches in individual brown bags. Sandwiches should be additionally wrapped in Ziplock-type bags. Lunches are distributed or refrigerated when delivered.

*For reporting purposes, we will provide an in-kind receipt. If you are unsure of the value, we suggest an estimate of $5 per lunch.

Please mark sandwich type on bags

Thank you!